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Outline

• Overview
• Challenges for all exchange rate papers
• Identification of unobservables
• An alternative model



Overview
• Macro models vs. microstructure order flow 

models
• Bringing together the two literatures
• Using unique customer order flow data 

from Citibank, 1993-99, finds
• Order flow explains ex post excess returns 
• Order flow incorporates information about 

macro variables
• News order flow ex rate movement



A challenge to exchange rate models
“Specifically, dealers interest rate 

expectations incorporate a view on how 
central banks react to changes in the 
macroeconomy. The model’s focus is on 
how dealers use order flow to draw 
inferences about the current state of 
macroeconomy, which in turn affect their 
interest-rate forecasts and their foreign 
currency quotes.”





Identification of unobservables

Problem: don’t observe
But can write er as:

δ rp, λuut+1 effects public macro shocks uncorr OF, ω revisions in expected s
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Decomposing βer
(20)

“price of information”

because And…



Unobserved key variables (I)

• “Thus, the requirement of efficient risk-
sharing on the dealers choice of risk 
premium implies that unexpected order 
flow can be identified from the cumulation
of current and past order flows.” Or, in 
algebra…



Unobserved key variables? (II)

• Proxy using an innovative method 
for generating real time estimates of 
data

• do I believe these estimates?





Tangent: Methodology for RT 
Estimates

Evans, “Where are we now,” IJCB, Sept. 2005



How Many Revisions Are There? 
For GDP, many
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RT estimation error /order flow 
regression

• Key regression:

where

b’s should be approximately zero if order flow contains no information





Econometric quibbles

• Serial correlation? 
• Cumulated order flow has a trend? 
• GDP real time error highly persistent
• Standard errors correct for 

heteroskedasticity, not serial correlation?



Point of Agreement

“For example, Mark (2005) and Engel 
and West (2006) that the correlation 
between the log level of the real 
exchange rate implied by their models 
and the actual rate is approximately 
0.3, but this encouraging result does 
not carry over to changes in log spot 
rates (i.e. depreciation rates).”



A Simpler Model
• Chinn-Moore (2009) imbeds order flow in 

monetary model
• Order flow proxies for velocity shocks
• Estimated of 1999m04-07m02
• Achieves adjusted R2’s of up to 0.57
• Outperforms a random walk
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Velocity Shocks and Order Flow
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Parting Comments

• I’m a believer
• Order flow provides information about the 

macroeconomy
• Order flow is able to increase explanatory 

power far above what standard macro 
variables can achieve

• But maybe I need a little more to be a 
“true” believer


